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By making use of an \textit{ab initio} fragment-based electronic structure method, fragment molecular orbital–linear combination of MOs of the fragments (FMO–LCMO), developed by Tsuneyuki et al. [Chem. Phys. Lett. 476, 104 (2009)], we propose a novel approach to describe long-distance electron transfer (ET) in large systems. The FMO–LCMO method produces one-electron Hamiltonian of whole system using the output of the FMO calculation with computational cost much lower than conventional all-electron calculations. Diagonalizing the FMO–LCMO Hamiltonian matrix, the molecular orbitals (MOs) of the whole system can be described by the LCMOs. In our approach, electronic coupling $T_{DA}$ of ET is calculated from the energy splitting of the frontier MOs of whole system or perturbation method in terms of the FMO–LCMO Hamiltonian matrix. Moreover, taking into account only the valence MOs of the fragments, we can considerably reduce computational cost to evaluate $T_{DA}$. Our approach was tested on four different kinds of model ET systems with non-covalent stacks of methane, non-covalent stacks of benzene, trans-alkanes, and alanine polypeptides as their bridge molecules, respectively. As a result, it reproduced reasonable $T_{DA}$ for all cases compared to the reference all-electron calculations. Furthermore, the tunneling pathway at fragment-based resolution was obtained from the tunneling current method with the FMO–LCMO Hamiltonian matrix. © 2011 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3594100]

I. INTRODUCTION

Electron transfer (ET) reactions play important roles in biological functions such as photosynthesis, respiration, and DNA repair. In these biological systems, the superexchange mechanism significantly works;\textsuperscript{1,2} the ET takes place via the long-distance electron tunneling between redox centers separated by more than several angstroms (Å) where the tunneling electron uses the electronic states of the protein environment as its virtual intermediate states. The superexchange mechanism dominantly contributes to the electronic coupling $T_{DA}$ in the following non-adiabatic formula:\textsuperscript{3,4}

$$k_{DA} = \frac{2\pi}{\hbar} |T_{DA}|^2 (FC),$$

where (FC) is the thermally averaged Franck-Condon factor. Therefore, the ET rate remarkably depends on the nature of the intervening protein media via $T_{DA}$.\textsuperscript{5}

For these decades, qualitative estimation of $T_{DA}$ from structural information of bridge has been recognized to be an important subject to understand long-distance ETs at molecular level. Several theoretical techniques to calculate $T_{DA}$ and to analyze the tunneling pathway have been developed (for reviews, see Refs. 6–9). Many studies of biological ETs have been conducted using the \textit{Pathways} model\textsuperscript{10–12} packing density model,\textsuperscript{13,14} and semiempirical quantum chemical (QM) methods, such as extended-Hückel\textsuperscript{12,15–22} and neglect of differential overlap methods.\textsuperscript{23–29} More accurate estimation of $T_{DA}$ requires \textit{ab initio} QM methods, whose applications, however, have been limited to rather small donor-acceptor complexes linked by organic spacer molecules.\textsuperscript{6,30–37} The reason for the scarceness of \textit{ab initio} QM studies on biological ET systems is not simply because of their huge computational cost, but also of the need to consider thermal fluctuation of protein conformation that causes large variations in $T_{DA}$. This aspect has been revealed by combined studies with molecular dynamics (MD) simulations;\textsuperscript{38–46} from the non-Condon theories for ET,\textsuperscript{39,47–51} the qualitative estimation of the ET rate should need the statistical average of $|T_{DA}|^2$ taken over sufficiently many configurations from MD simulations (for reviews, see Refs. 52 and 53). To our knowledge, a few combined studies\textsuperscript{54–56} of \textit{ab initio} QM methods with MD simulations have been conducted for fluctuating protein structures, as well as studies with \textit{ab initio} QM methods for fixed protein structures.\textsuperscript{59–63}

Under this situation, the QM methods with specific algorithms aimed at large systems\textsuperscript{64–66} have potential to overcome the difficulty in application of \textit{ab initio} QM methods to biological ET systems. Among them, the fragment-based QM methods that have been developed actively and applied to various large systems\textsuperscript{67–79} will be advantageous. In the \textit{ab initio} fragment-based methods, such as fragment molecular orbital (FMO) method\textsuperscript{66,69–71} and divide-and-conquer (DC) method,\textsuperscript{75–79} the total system is first divided into small fragments. Electronic calculation on each fragment is then performed and the properties of the total system, such as the total energy, are calculated from the results of the fragments. The fragment-based methods can reduce the total computational time, do not require preparation of the initial MOs or the electronic density of the total system for the
self-consistent field (SCF) procedure, and fit well with the parallel-computing technology.

In the area of ET, Kurinikov and Beratan have developed an *ab initio* fragment-based method for calculating $T_{DA}$ of large molecules. In their method, the effective Hamiltonian in the space of valence atomic orbitals for each isolated fragment is first calculated by using the Löwdin’s partitioning or closely related projection operator techniques, from which the effective Hamiltonian of the total system is constructed. Their method has been applied to several ET systems.

As a related but potentially more efficient and versatile alternative, we propose in this paper a novel approach to calculate $T_{DA}$ and analyze the tunneling pathway of long-distance ET by making use of the FMO–LCMO (linear combination of molecular orbitals) method developed recently by Tsuneyuki et al. In contrast to the original FMO, the FMO–LCMO method can produce the total Hamiltonian matrix and molecular orbitals (MOs) of whole system from the fragment monomer and dimer outputs of FMO calculations. Exploiting this method, we calculate the $T_{DA}$ values from the MO energy splitting or by a perturbation method. Moreover, we have obtained the tunneling pathways at fragment-based resolution by combining the tunneling current method with the FMO–LCMO Hamiltonian matrix. Our approach was tested on four different kinds of model ET systems and produced reasonable results in comparison with the conventional *ab initio* QM approach. (Throughout this paper, “conventional” means the all-electron calculation of the entire non-fragmented system.) In particular, we have found that the size reduction of the FMO–LCMO method to the valence-only space is quite straightforward, accurate, and thus useful to calculate $T_{DA}$ for large ET systems.

II. THEORY

A. FMO–LCMO

Here we briefly review the FMO–LCMO method, whose details have been described in Ref. 85.

The FMO–LCMO calculation is based on the result of FMO calculation with fragment dimer correction (FMO2). In the FMO2 method, the total molecule is first divided into $N$ fragments. The electronic structure of each fragment monomer is solved self-consistently in the Coulomb field of all other fragment monomers, and then the electronic structure of each fragment dimer is solved in the Coulomb field of all other fragments. The FMO2 method approximates the total electronic energy of the system, $E_{\text{total}}$, as follows:

$$E_{\text{total}} = \sum_{I > J} E_{IJ} - (N - 2) \sum_{I} E_{I},$$

where $E_{I}$ and $E_{IJ}$ are the electronic energies of the fragment monomer $I$ and the fragment dimer $IJ$, respectively. We express the $p$th canonical MO and corresponding orbital energy for the fragment monomer $I$ as $|\phi_I^p\rangle$ and $\epsilon_I^p$, respectively. Similarly, the $a$th canonical MO and corresponding orbital energy for the fragment dimer $IJ$ are expressed as $|\phi_{IJ}^a\rangle$ and $\epsilon_{IJ}^a$.

Using these canonical MOs and the orbital energies, one-electron Hamiltonian matrices of fragment monomers and dimers can be written as

$$(H_I)_{I_p, I_q} = \epsilon_I^p \delta_{I_p, I_q},$$

$$(H_{IJ})_{IJ_a, IJ_b} = \epsilon_{IJ}^a \delta_{IJ_a, IJ_b}.$$

When bond-detached atoms (BDAs) (Refs. 70 and 71) exist, one should remove from Eqs. (3) and (4) the monomer and dimer MOs with anomalous eigenvalues produced by the projection operators. Details are described in the next paragraph. One-electron Hamiltonian matrix of fragment dimers in the dimer MO representation can be transformed into monomer MO representation as follows:

$$(H_{IJ})_{IJ_a, M_p} = \sum_{IJ_b} \epsilon_{IJ}^a \langle \phi_{IJ}^a | \phi_{IJ}^b \rangle |\phi_{IJ}^b\rangle \langle \phi_{IJ}^b|.$$  

The FMO–LCMO method assumes the following forms for the total one-electron Hamiltonian matrix in the monomer MO representation:

$$(H_{\text{total}})_{Ip, Iq} = (H_{IJ})_{Ip, Iq} \quad \text{for} \quad I \neq J,$$

$$(H_{\text{total}})_{Ip, Iq} = \sum_{J \neq I} (H_{IJ})_{Ip, Iq} - (N - 2)(H_I)_{Ip, Iq}. $$

Here, the diagonal blocks, Eq. (7), have the same form as Eq. (2). The MOs and corresponding energies for the total system can be obtained by solving a generalized eigenvalues problem of the total Hamiltonian matrix with overlap matrix of monomer MOs.

We now comment about the BDA. When covalent bonds are cut for dividing a system into fragments in the FMO calculations, the FMO–LCMO method needs the following treatments. The FMO method uses the projection operators to divide the basis functions on the BDAs (junction atoms) along the natural localized molecular orbitals (NLMOs) and to preserve these bond electron pairs. When bond-detached carbon atoms ($C_d$) for protein) are cut, the projection operator divides the $1s$ and four $sp^3$ orbitals on the BDA ($C_d$ for protein) 4:1, where 4 (one $\alpha$ NLMO and three of four $sp^3$ NLMOs) belong to one fragment and 1 (the remaining $sp^3$ NLMO) belongs to the other fragment. Due to the use of shift operator with high energy parameter in the projection, these treatments produce monomer and dimer MOs with anomalous eigenvalues. In the FMO–LCMO method, these anomalous MOs should be removed when the one-electron Hamiltonians ($H_I$)$_{Ip, Iq}$ and ($H_{IJ}$)$_{IJ_a, IJ_b}$ in Eqs. (3) and (4) are constructed. However, with the basis sets larger than the minimal ones, this purification involves overcompleteness in the basis sets, thereby causing problem in the diagonalization of the FMO–LCMO Hamiltonian. In this study, we shall not pursue this technical problem but just employ the minimal basis sets when BDAs are involved.

In the FMO–LCMO method, limiting the number of monomer MOs expanding the matrices Eqs. (3) and (5) can reduce the size of the total Hamiltonian matrix Eqs. (6) and (7). This matrix-size reduction can considerably reduce computational cost for both constructing and diagonalizing.
the total Hamiltonian matrix. To remove arbitrariness in the selection of monomer MOs, in this work we exclusively consider reduction to the valence MOs. We call this the FMO with linear combination of valence molecular orbitals (FMO–LCVMO), which will also be examined for calculation of $T_{DA}$ and analysis of the tunneling pathway.

### B. Electronic coupling, perturbation method, and bridge Green’s function matrix

In the two-state approximation, the $T_{DA}$ can be obtained from the half energy difference between the two quasi-degenerate adiabatic states $|\psi^+\rangle$ and $|\psi^-\rangle$ at the transition state conformation:

$$|T_{DA}| = \frac{|\epsilon_+ - \epsilon_-|}{2}, \quad (8)$$

where $\epsilon_+$ and $\epsilon_-$ are the energies of $|\psi^+\rangle$ and $|\psi^-\rangle$, respectively. For the biological ET systems, the Hartree-Fock (HF) Koopmans’ theorem (KT) scheme is useful and normally sufficient to approximate the $T_{DA}$-value. In the HF-KT scheme, the $\epsilon_+$ and $\epsilon_-$ in Eq. (8) are assumed to be the energies of the two HF MOs mostly contributing to the electron tunneling. (In most cases, such two MOs correspond to the two highest-lying occupied MOs (HOMOs) or the two lowest-lying unoccupied MOs (LUMOs).) In this study, we used the one-electron picture based on the HF-KT scheme and obtained (and compared) the MOs from the conventional HF and the FMO–LC(V)MO calculations. The orbital energies and the wave functions we adopted are described in Sec. III B.

If the two specific monomer MOs are adopted as the donor and acceptor orbitals, $\phi_D$ and $\phi_A$, the electronic coupling can be approximated by the following perturbation method:

$$T_{DA} = \sum_{n} \sum_{L,L_p} (E_{nm}\delta_{L_p,L} - H_{\phi_D,L_p}) \times G^B(E_{nm})_{\phi_D,L_p} (E_{nm}\delta_{L,L_p} - H_{\phi_A,L_p}), \quad (9)$$

where $H$ represents one-electron FMO–LCMO Hamiltonian matrix in Eqs. (6) and (7) and the $S$ represents overlap matrix of nonorthogonal monomer MOs. The matrix $G^B(E_{nm})$ is the bridge Green function matrix as,

$$G^B(E_{nm}) = \left\{E_{nm}S^B - H^B\right\}^{-1}, \quad (10)$$

in which $E_{nm}$ is the tunneling energy parameter. In this study, $E_{nm}$ is set to the average value between the donor and acceptor MO energies.

### C. Inter-fragment tunneling currents

In this study, we used one-electron formulation of tunneling currents for the pathway analysis. Here we briefly show the theoretical formula of the tunneling current along fragment monomer orbitals and their application to the calculation of $T_{DA}$.

We first express the molecular orbitals $|\psi^+\rangle$ and $|\psi^-\rangle$ in the initial and final diabatic states in terms of fragment monomer orbitals $|\phi_r\rangle$ as follows:

$$|\psi^-\rangle = C^-_r|\phi_r\rangle, \quad (11)$$

$$|\psi^+\rangle = C^+_r|\phi_r\rangle, \quad (12)$$

where $\phi_D$ and $\phi_A$ are the donor and acceptor orbitals, respectively, which are used in Eq. (9).

The tunneling current $J_{L,M}$ between the monomer MOs $\phi_L$ and $\phi_M$ is then given by

$$J_{L,M} = \frac{1}{\hbar} (H_{Ip,Mq} - E_{Ip}S_{Ip,Lq})(C^+_r C^-_q - C^-_r C^-_q). \quad (13)$$

Therefore, the tunneling current between fragments $L$ and $M$ is given by

$$J_{L,M} = \sum_{L_p} J_{L_p,M_q} \quad (14)$$

The electronic coupling calculated from the perturbative method in Eq. (9) is rewritten by using the tunneling currents as follows:

$$T_{DA} = \hbar \sum_{L \in \Omega_D, M \notin \Omega_D} J_{L,M}, \quad (15)$$

where $\Omega_D$ is a donor side space separated from acceptor side.

The main pathways at fragment-based resolution can be visualized with the connecting vectors of the following normalized tunneling currents:

$$K_{L,M} = \frac{\hbar J_{L,M}}{T_{DA}}. \quad (16)$$

### III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

We have applied our approach to the four model ET systems shown in Fig. 1. These model systems have been used in the previous calculations of $T_{DA}$ and Green function matrix with $ab initio$ QM methods. We shall emphasize that our approach is not restricted to the symmetric systems as in Figs. 1(a)–1(c). The choice is, as in the previous works, mainly because of the convenience in setting appropriate structures corresponding to the transition state.

Figure 1(a) illustrates the model system $\text{CH}_3(\text{CH}_4)_3$–$\text{CH}_3$ where $\text{CH}_3$ molecules are donor/acceptor groups and non-covalent stacks of methane, (CH$_4$)$_3$, are bridge groups. This system represents long-distance $\sigma$-type ET where the excess electron is exchanged between the lone pair orbitals of the two $\text{CH}_3$ molecules through non-covalent and saturated bridge groups.

Figure 1(b) illustrates the model system TCNE-$\text{C}_n\text{H}_{2n-2}$-$\text{Be}$, where Be atoms are donor/acceptor groups and trans $n$-alkanes, $\text{C}_n\text{H}_{2n+2}(n = 2, 4, \ldots, 18)$, are bridge groups.
For this system, we investigate long-distance hole transfer where the excess hole is exchanged between the 2s orbitals of the two Be atoms through covalent and saturated bridge groups.

Figure 1(d) illustrates the model system $\text{ala}_{10}$ where alanine polypeptides in $\alpha$-helix and $\beta$-strand conformations are adopted as the isolated bridge groups. For this system, we have investigated the isolated bridge Green’s function matrix.

A. Structures

For the model ET systems in Figs. 1(a)–1(c), the transition state conformations are well defined by symmetry. In determining the structures of these systems, we basically followed the previous works$^{30,34,35,62}$ but with different basis set.

The structure of $\text{CH}_3-(\text{CH}_4)_2-\text{CH}_3$ was obtained as follows:$^{30}$ First, the coordinate of $\text{CH}_3$ molecule was determined by geometrical optimization with restricted Hartree-Fock (RHF)/6-311G(d,p), constrained to $T_d$ symmetry; the coordinate of $\text{CH}_3$ molecule was determined for the anion singlet state by geometrical optimization with RHF/6-311G(d,p), constrained to $C_{3v}$ symmetry; we then stacked the $\text{CH}_3$ and $\text{CH}_4$ molecules with the $C-C$ distances of 3.4 Å so that the overall structure had $C_{2v}$ symmetry (see Fig. 1(a)).

The structures of $\text{TCNE-(C}_6\text{H}_6)_n-\text{TCNE}$, $\text{Be-C}_n\text{H}_{2n+2}-\text{Be}$, and $\text{ala}_{10}$ in $\alpha$-helix and $\beta$-strand conformations.

B. Electronic structure calculations

At the geometries obtained in Sec. II A, we performed both conventional RHF and FMO calculations. The charge and spin states are dianion singlet for $\text{CH}_3-(\text{CH}_4)_2-\text{CH}_3$ and neutral singlet for the other systems: $\text{TCNE-(C}_6\text{H}_6)_n-\text{TCNE}$, $\text{Be-C}_n\text{H}_{2n+2}-\text{Be}$, and $\text{ala}_{10}$ in $\alpha$-helix and $\beta$-strand conformations. For calculating the anion couplings of $\text{CH}_3-(\text{CH}_4)_2-\text{CH}_3$ with the HF-KT scheme, we used the obtained HOMO-1 and HOMO orbitals as $\psi^+$ and $\psi^-$ that are mostly symmetric and antisymmetric combinations of the lone pair orbitals of $\text{CH}_3$ molecules, respectively. For FMO calculation, the system was divided into the manner as shown by the vertical dashed lines in Fig. 1(a) where the terminal $\text{CH}_3$ was the donor or acceptor fragment and the remaining each $\text{CH}_4$ was treated as a bridge fragment. Total charge for donor/acceptor and bridge fragments were set to $-1$ and $0$, respectively, as shown in Fig. 1(a).

For calculating the anion couplings of $\text{TCNE-(C}_6\text{H}_6)_n-\text{TCNE}$ with the HF-KT scheme, we used the LUMO and LUMO+1 orbitals as $\psi^+$ and $\psi^-$ that are mostly symmetric and antisymmetric combinations of the $\pi^*$ orbitals of the $\text{TCNE}$ molecules, respectively. For FMO calculation, the system was divided into the manner as shown by the vertical dashed lines in Fig. 1(a) where the terminal TCNE was the donor or acceptor fragment and the remaining each $\text{C}_6\text{H}_6$ was treated as a bridge fragment. Total charge for each fragment was set to 0 as shown in Fig. 1(a).

For calculating the cation couplings of $\text{Be-C}_n\text{H}_{2n+2}-\text{Be}$ with the HF-KT scheme, we used the LUMO and LUMO+1 orbitals as $\psi^+$ and $\psi^-$ that are mostly symmetric and antisymmetric combinations of the $\pi^*$ orbitals of the $\text{Be}$ atoms, respectively. For FMO calculation, the system was divided into the manner as shown by the dashed lines in Fig. 1(c) where the Be atom was the donor or acceptor fragment and the remaining fragments were bridge ones. We divided the NLMOs on BDAs in the following two ways: (1) four of the five NLMOs on the BDA belong to the left fragment and the other one to the right fragment (see Fig. 1(c)). We call this BDA1. (2) We first divide the system into halves, then the left half follows the same way as BDA1, whereas for the right half the assignment was reversed so that the $C_{2v}$ symmetry is preserved. We call this BDA2. The BDA2 was used for $\text{Be-C}_n\text{H}_{2n+2}-\text{Be}$ ($n = 6, 10, 14,$ and $18$). Total charge for each fragment was set to 0 as shown in Fig. 1(c).
For FMO calculation of $\text{ala}_{10}$, the system was divided into the manner as shown by the vertical dashed lines in Fig. 1(d) where $\text{C}_n$'s are bond-detached atoms and two residues were used per bridge fragment. Total charge for each fragment was set to 0.

In this study, we have used the FMO code71 (version 3.2) implemented in the GAMESS program.88 All FMO2 calculations involved no cutoff for approximating the SCF energy by electrostatic interaction. In all FMO2 calculations, all pairs of monomers were taken into account for dimer calculations. All the other electronic structure calculations, including geometrical optimization, were also performed using the GAMESS program.88

**IV. RESULTS**

**A. CH$_3$-(CH$_4$)$_3$-CH$_3$ system**

To obtain the FMO–LCMO total Hamiltonian used for the $T_{DA}$ calculation and the pathway analysis, we first performed FMO2 calculations for the CH$_3$-(CH$_4$)$_3$-CH$_3$ system. To confirm their reliability, we also performed conventional HF calculations for the reference. In these calculations, we used several basis sets including the minimal basis set STO-3G, Pople basis sets 89–91 3-21G, 6-31G(d), 6-311G, and the diffuse-function basis sets STO-3G, 2: 3-21G, 6-311G, 6-31G(d), 7: cc-pVTZ, 8: 3-21+G, and 9: 6-311+G(d,p).93

The total energies calculated from the conventional HF and FMO2 calculations with the cc-pVDZ basis set were $-199.48109$ hartree and $-199.48214$ hartree, respectively. The error in the FMO2 calculation is thus as small as 1.1 millihartree (mh). Figure 2(a) shows the dependence of the error in the total energies on the basis sets represented by 1: STO-3G, 2: 3-21G, 3: 6-31G(d), 4: cc-pVDZ, 5: 6-311G, 6: 6-311G(d), 7: cc-pVTZ, 8: 3-21+G, and 9: 6-311+G(d,p). Figure 2(a) indicates that the error increases only slightly along the size of the basis set when the diffuse functions are excluded; however, the error starts to grow notably when the diffuse functions are involved.

Using the results of the FMO2 calculations, we then performed the FMO–LCMO calculations. The MO energy spectra calculated from the conventional HF and FMO–LCMO methods with the cc-pVDZ basis set are compared in Fig. 3. We also plot the monomer MO energy spectra $\langle \epsilon_p \rangle$ of the (degenerate) donor/acceptor fragment and the bridge fragments. Figure 3 shows that the FMO–LCMO calculations well reproduced the MO energy spectrum of the conventional HF calculations, especially in the valence orbital range surrounded by the green dashed line. In Table I, we list the calculated maximum absolute error (MAE) and maximum relative error (MRE) of the MO energies. The MRE in Table I is defined as $|\epsilon_{\text{conv}} - \epsilon_{\text{FMO}}|/\epsilon_{\text{conv}}$, where $\epsilon_{\text{conv}}$ and $\epsilon_{\text{FMO}}$ represent the MO energies from the conventional HF and FMO–LCMO methods.

Moreover, we performed the FMO–LCVMO calculations, by which the dimension of the FMO–LCMO total Hamiltonian were reduced from 165 to 38 at cc-pVDZ level. The monomer MOs surrounded by green dashed lines in Fig. 3 were used for such a matrix-size reduction to the valence space. As shown in Fig. 3, we found that the FMO–LCVMO calculations well reproduced the MO energy spectrum of the conventional HF calculations in the

**TABLE I. Differences of MO energies and rotational angles of $\psi^+$ and $\psi^-$ calculated with the FMO–LC(V)MO and conventional HF methods.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Molecule</th>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>MAE$^a$</th>
<th>MRE$^b$</th>
<th>$\gamma^+$</th>
<th>$\gamma^-$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CH$_3$-(CH$_4$)$_3$-CH$_3$</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>$7.52 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>3.86</td>
<td>2.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>38</td>
<td>$1.35 \times 10^{-2}$</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>5.54</td>
<td>4.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCNE-(C$_4$H$_6$)$_3$TCNE</td>
<td>1020</td>
<td>$1.13 \times 10^{-2}$</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td>2.62</td>
<td>2.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>260</td>
<td>0.146</td>
<td>24.9</td>
<td>3.49</td>
<td>3.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Be-C}<em>{10} \text{H}</em>{12}$</td>
<td>76</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(BDA1)</td>
<td></td>
<td>$1.91 \times 10^{-2}$</td>
<td>7.44</td>
<td>44.5</td>
<td>44.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(BDA2)</td>
<td></td>
<td>$2.00 \times 10^{-2}$</td>
<td>5.32</td>
<td>0.628</td>
<td>0.628</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$Maximum absolute error (hartree).

$^b$Maximum relative error (%).

The cc-pVDZ basis set was used.

The MINI basis set was used.
corresponding valence orbital region. In Table I, we also list the MAE and MRE of the MO energies from the FMO–LCVMO calculations.

We next calculated the $|T_{DA}|$ values by using Eq. (8) with the conventional HF, FMO–LCMO, and FMO–LCVMO calculations. In Fig. 3, the red lines represent the two energies ($e_+$ and $e_-$) of the quasi-degenerate HOMO-1 ($\psi^+$) and HOMO ($\psi^-$) used in Eq. (8). To examine the difference of the obtained MO shape, we calculated the rotational angles of $\psi^+$ and $\psi^-$ defined as

$$\cos^{-1} \frac{C_{\text{FMO}}^+ C_{\text{conv}}^- + C_{\text{FMO}}^- C_{\text{conv}}^+}{|C_{\text{FMO}}^+|^2 + |C_{\text{conv}}^-|^2}$$

(17)

where $C_{\text{FMO}}^+$ and $C_{\text{conv}}^+$ represent the MO coefficient vector of $\psi^+$ in atomic orbital representation calculated with the FMO–LCMO and conventional HF methods, respectively. The small rotational angles of $\psi^+$ and $\psi^-$ shown in Table I indicate that the FMO–LCMO calculations reproduced the proper tunneling orbitals. In Fig. 2(b), we plot the $|T_{DA}|$ values obtained from the conventional HF (black), FMO–LCMO (red), and the FMO–LCVMO (dashed green) calculations, as functions of the basis sets. The $|T_{DA}|$ value from conventional HF method did not depend much on the basis set except for the STO-3G. Comparing with the conventional HF calculations, we can see that both the FMO–LCMO and FMO–LCVMO calculations reasonably reproduce the reference $|T_{DA}|$ value, although the deviation gradually increases along the size of the basis set. When using diffuse-function basis set, the HOMO-1 and HOMO from the FMO–LC(V)MO calculations were not in the appropriate form for $\psi^+$ and $\psi^-$. This is likely due to the so-called “discrete” continuum states effect known for the cases involving diffuse-functions.31,37

Next, we calculated the $|T_{DA}|$ values by using perturbation method Eq. (9) with the FMO–LCMO and FMO–LCVMO calculations. The HOMOs obtained for the donor and acceptor fragments were set to $\phi_D$ and $\phi_A$, respectively. In Fig. 3, the blue line represents the MO energy of the degenerate $\phi_D$ and $\phi_A$ obtained with the cc-pVDZ basis set. (This energy, 1.986 eV, was therefore used for $E_{\text{FMO}}$ in the case of this basis set.) In Fig. 2(b), we plot the $|T_{DA}|$ values from the FMO–LCMO (blue) and the FMO–LCVMO (dashed purple). Figure 2(b) shows that the $|T_{DA}|$'s from Eq. (9) (blue) agree well with those from Eq. (8) (red) in the FMO–LCMO calculation except for the cc-pVTZ basis set. Figure 2(b) also shows that the FMO–LCVMO calculation gives good agreement between Eq. (9) (dashed purple) and Eq. (8) (dashed green).

In Fig. 4, we draw the normalized inter-fragment tunneling-currents $K_{L,M}$'s, using Eq. (16) with (a) cc-pVDZ and (b) 6-311G(d) basis sets, respectively. The red arrows represent the $K_{L,M}$'s flowing from donor to acceptor. The blue arrows represent the $K_{L,M}$'s flowing back from the acceptor to donor, leading to the destructive interference. The numerical figure near the arrow stands for its $|K_{L,M}|$ value from the FMO–LCMO calculation, and the figure in parentheses is the corresponding value from the FMO–LCVMO calculation.

B. TCNE-(C6H6)n-TCNE systems

We now carry out similar analysis on TCNE-(C6H6)n-TCNE. We first performed both the conventional HF and FMO2 calculations with the cc-pVDZ basis set.92 The errors between the conventional HF and FMO2 total energies were from 0.044 mh ($n = 1$) to 1.2 mh ($n = 8$).
Using the results of the FMO2 calculations, we then performed the FMO–LCMO calculations. We found that the FMO–LCMO calculations well reproduced the MO energy spectrum of the conventional HF calculations, especially in the valence orbital region. We also performed FMO–LCVMO calculations by which the dimension of the FMO–LCMO total Hamiltonian were reduced from 1020 to 260. We found that the FMO–LCVMO calculations well reproduced the MO energy spectrum of the conventional HF calculations in the valence orbital region. The MO energy spectra from the conventional HF, FMO–LCMO, and FMO–LCVMO calculations for the TCNE-(C6H6)6-TCNE are plotted in Fig. 5(a) in the supplementary material (SM). The monomer MO energy values calculated from the conventional HF with the MINI basis set, see Sec. II A. In the FMO2 calculations, we employed the two methods, BDA1 and BDA2, as described in Sec. III B.

In Fig. 5(a) we plot the error between the total energies calculated from the conventional HF and FMO2 with BDA1 (red) and BDA2 (green) as a function of $n$ (the number of carbon atoms of alkanes). Figure 6(a) shows that both the errors increased linearly with increasing $n$ in the regions where the bond-detached atoms were used ($n \geq 4$ for BDA1 and $n \geq 6$ for BDA2, respectively). Figure 6(a) also shows that the FMO2 calculations with BDA2 produced less errors in the total energy than those with BDA1. Although the minimal fragments were set to $\phi_B$ and $\phi_A$, respectively. In Fig. 5, we plot the $|T_{DA}|$ values from the FMO–LCMO (broken blue) and the FMO–LCVMO (broken purple). Figure 5 shows that the perturbative results from Eq. (9) well reproduced the $|T_{DA}|$ values from the energy-splitting Eq. (8) in this system.

C. Be-CnH2n+2-Be systems

We now proceed to the systems in which the bridge fragments are covalently connected and thus the BDAs are involved. We first performed the conventional HF and FMO2 calculations for Be-CnH2n+2-Be systems. For the MO purification required for the FMO–LCMO method, we used the minimal basis set MINI, see Sec. II A. In the FMO2 calculations, we employed the two methods, BDA1 and BDA2, as described in Sec. III B.

In Fig. 6(a) we plot the error between the total energies calculated from the conventional HF and FMO2 with BDA1 (red) and BDA2 (green) as a function of $n$ (the number of carbon atoms of alkanes). Figure 6(a) shows that both the errors increased linearly with increasing $n$ in the regions where the bond-detached atoms were used ($n \geq 4$ for BDA1 and $n \geq 6$ for BDA2, respectively). Figure 6(a) also shows that the FMO2 calculations with BDA2 produced less errors in the total energy than those with BDA1. Although the minimal fragments were set to $\phi_B$ and $\phi_A$, respectively. In Fig. 5, we plot the $|T_{DA}|$ values from the FMO–LCMO (broken blue) and the FMO–LCVMO (broken purple). Figure 5 shows that the perturbative results from Eq. (9) well reproduced the $|T_{DA}|$ values from the energy-splitting Eq. (8) in this system.
basis set was used for such a small system, the error between the total energies was rather large (compare with Fig. 2(a)).

Using the results of the FMO2 calculations, we then performed the FMO–LCMO calculations. The MO energy spectra obtained from the conventional HF, FMO–LCMO with BDA1, and FMO–LCMO with BDA2 for the Be-C_{10}H_{22}-Be system are compared in Fig. 7. In Table I, we list the MAE and MRE of the MO energies of the Be-C_{10}H_{22}-Be. The superposed MO energy spectra of the monomer fragments calculated from the FMO–LCMO with BDA1 and BDA2 are also plotted in Fig. 7. By construction, the FMO2 calculations with BDA1 did not produce the monomer and dimer solutions that reflect the $C_{2v}$ symmetry of the entire system. This broken symmetry is therefore carried over to the FMO–LCMO calculations. In Fig. 7, the blue lines are the HOMOs obtained for the donor and acceptor fragments (i.e., the terminal Be atoms) and adopted as $\phi_D$ and $\phi_A$ in the $T_{DA}$ calculations. As shown, $\phi_D$ and $\phi_A$ obtained with BDA1 were not degenerated. In Fig. 7, the red lines are the HOMO-1 and HOMO adopted as $\psi^+$ and $\psi^-$ in the $T_{DA}$ calculations. The $\psi^+$ and $\psi^-$ obtained with BDA1 were localized on the donor and acceptor Be atoms, respectively, and as a result the $T_{DA}$ could not be calculated from its energy splitting Eq. (8). In contrast, the FMO–LCMO calculations with BDA2 produced the solutions reflecting the $C_{2v}$ symmetry of the molecule. In Table I, we list the rotational angles of $\psi^+$ and $\psi^-$ of Be-C_{10}H_{22}-Be obtained from Eq. (17).

In Fig. 6(b) we plotted the calculated $T_{DA}$ values as a function of $n$. The solid and dashed lines represent the results from the energy splitting Eq. (8) and from the perturbation method Eq. (9), respectively. The black, red, and green lines represent the results from the conventional HF, FMO–LCMO with BDA1, and FMO–LCMO with BDA2, respectively. As shown, the obtained $T_{DA}$ values decreased exponentially with increasing $n$, reflecting the nature of superexchange tunneling. Comparing with the conventional HF, the FMO–LCMO calculations reproduced the reasonable $T_{DA}$ values even though the error in the total energy was as large as seen in Fig. 6(a).

In Fig. 6(c), we plot the calculated $T_{DA}$ values from the conventional HF method with several basis sets. In this system, the calculated $T_{DA}$ did not depend much on the employed basis sets.

D. ala_{10} systems

Here, we show the results of the isolated Green function matrix, Eq. (10), obtained for the ala_{10} systems having the idealized $\alpha$-helix and $\beta$-strand conformations. As in Sec. IV C, we used the MINI basis set.

The total energies calculated from the conventional HF and FMO2 calculations were $-2442.44389$ hartree and $-2442.44382$ hartree for $\alpha$-helix conformation, and $-2442.39331$ hartree and $-2442.39332$ hartree for $\beta$-strand conformation, respectively. The errors in the FMO2 calculations are thus as small as 0.071 mh for $\alpha$-helix conformation and 0.010 mh for $\beta$-strand conformation. To obtain the Green function matrix, we performed the FMO–LCMO calculations with the matrix-size reduction where the core orbitals in monomer MOs and dimer MOs were eliminated from Eqs. (3)–(5). Figure 8 shows the results of the Green function matrix elements between the 2s atomic orbital of the first amide nitrogen atom and 2s atomic orbitals of the other backbone atoms in ala_{10} calculated from the conventional HF and FMO–LCMO methods with the MINI basis set.
terms of the FMO–LCMO Hamiltonian matrix. As shown in Figs. 2(b), 5, 6(b), and 8, we obtained the reasonable results agreeing with those form the conventional HF method. Here we shall discuss reasons why the FMO–LCMO method was applicable to these calculations in long-distance ETs. Within the context of the HF-KT scheme, the electron tunneling can be described by the \( \psi^i \) and \( \psi^f \) (degenerate diabatic states) or their symmetric and antisymmetric mixing MOs, \( \psi^+ \) and \( \psi^- \) (quasidegenerate adiabatic states). In long-distance ETs, \( \psi^+ \) and \( \psi^- \) are mostly localized at the donor and acceptor sites with exponentially small “tail” in the bridge region. The native FMO method cannot produce the tails spreading over whole bridge fragments because the electrons are rigidly assigned to each fragment. On the other hand, the diagonalization of the FMO–LCMO Hamiltonian matrix (or perturbation method using Eq. (9)) effectively takes into account the electronic interactions among fragments, thereby reproducing the tails of \( \psi^i \) and \( \psi^f \). Since the \( T_{DA} \) arising from overlap between the tails is as small or less than 100 cm\(^{-1}\), perturbative approaches are appropriate.\(^9,96\) Therefore, the energy splitting Eq. (8) and perturbation method Eq. (9) in terms of the FMO–LCMO Hamiltonian matrix could indeed produce the reasonable \( T_{DA} \).

The notably attractive feature of the FMO–LCMO method is that limiting the monomer MOs expanding the matrices Eqs. (3) and (5) can reduce the size of the total Hamiltonian matrix Eqs. (6) and (7).\(^8,5\) For typical biological systems, constructing and diagonalizing the total Hamiltonian matrix after the FMO calculation demand computational costs much larger than the FMO calculation itself.\(^97\) Since the electron tunneling is mainly described by the \( \psi^+ \) and \( \psi^- \) or \( \psi^i \) and \( \psi^f \) whose energies are located at about the center of HOMO-LUMO gap of bridge MO energies (see Figs. 3 and 7), and the perturbative approaches are appropriate as discussed above, one can expect that it is sufficient to deal with narrow range of MO energy spectrum corresponding to the valence MO space. In this study, we took into account the valence monomer MOs in Eqs. (3) and (5) for the size reduction. The dimer Hamiltonian Eq. (5) expanded by the valence monomer MOs effectively included the effects of the extra-valence dimer MOs. As shown in Figs. 2, 5, and 8, both Eqs. (8) and (9) with the FMO–LCVMO method produced the reasonable \( T_{DA} \) in comparison with those with the full-size FMO–LCMO method. Figure 4 shows the FMO–LCVMO method also produced the reasonable \( K_{LM} \) map in comparison with the full-size one. The previous works\(^5,56,58,62,63,84\) have also succeeded in the \( T_{DA} \) calculations in terms of the effective Hamiltonian matrix projected to the valence atomic orbital space. Such size-reduction procedures will be essential for studying the realistic protein ETs.

To approximate the \( T_{DA} \), we used the perturbation method Eq. (9) in which the frontier MO (HOMO or LUMO) obtained for donor/acceptor fragment was adopted as the zeroth-order donor/acceptor orbital \( \phi_D/\phi_A \) and all the other monomer MOs were adopted as the bridge orbitals. In general, the choice of donor, acceptor, and bridge states from the conventional canonical MOs is not unique and such ambiguity can cause difficulties to describe the electron tunneling correctly.\(^9,17,19\) In contrast, the FMO calculation is designed to produce monomer MOs as charge-localized zeroth-order orbitals. As shown in Figs. 2(b), 5, and 6(b), the \( T_{DA} \) values from Eq. (9) with the monomer MO representation were in reasonable agreement with those from Eq. (8). The perturbation method will play more important role to evaluate \( T_{DA} \) for realistic protein ET systems because the calculation of energy splitting Eq. (8) might have potential practical problems as follows.\(^8,96\) (1) The \( T_{DA} \) value as small as 10\(^{-1}\) cm\(^{-1}\) for typical protein ET systems should be calculated from the difference of two large values \( \epsilon_+ \) and \( \epsilon_- \) in Eq. (8). (2) Since typical protein ET systems do not have symmetric donor-bridge-acceptor configuration, it is not a trivial task to find the avoided crossing point with accuracy of less than 10\(^{-1}\) cm\(^{-1}\) by use of the external charge or field. This last issue is described later in this section. The numerical difficulties in calculating realistically small \( T_{DA} \) (e.g., less than 10\(^{-2}\) cm\(^{-1}\)), including the above problems (1) and (2), were well discussed in Refs. 9 and 60. As described in the first paragraph of this section, the nature of the “tails” of \( \psi^i \) and \( \psi^f \) can be reproduced by the FMO–LCMO method. Therefore, our approach is well expected to reproduce reliable results for systems where \( T_{DA} \) is realistically small; indeed, this was demonstrated for the TCNE-(C\(_6\)H\(_6\))\(_n\)-TCNE systems in the regions of 10\(^{-2}\)–10\(^{-3}\) cm\(^{-1}\) (Fig. 5). Tests on realistic ET proteins will be reported in due course.

In this study, we have used the normalized inter-fragment tunneling current \( K_{LM} \) to analyze and visualize the tunneling pathway. In FMO calculation for biological system, the protein is generally divided into fragments where one or two amino acid residues are taken as a fragment.\(^71\) Therefore, our \( K_{LM} \) has amino acid resolution, expressing the rather coarse-grained tunneling pathway compared with the interatomic tunneling current.\(^9,18,19,21,22,42,43\) We consider this resolution can be advantageous for many purposes, e.g., to determine the important amino acids for long-distance electron tunneling in biological ET systems. Moreover, one can improve \( K_{LM} \) to take into account the effect of the fluctuating protein structure by following the previous study.\(^96\)

For the CH\(_3\)-(CH\(_4\))\(_3\)-CH\(_3\) system, we calculated the \( T_{DA} \) values with several basis sets. The FMO2 total energy calculations with the triple-zeta and diffuse-function basis sets were in poor agreement with the conventional HF energies, as shown in Fig. 2(a). This would be partly because the chosen fragment size, i.e., one CH\(_3\) or CH\(_4\) molecule, was too small and rather incompatible with the choice of these large basis sets. As a result, the FMO–LCMO calculations with the triple-zeta basis sets produced the \( T_{DA} \) values much smaller than the conventional HF calculations in comparison with those with the minimal and double-zeta basis sets, as shown in Fig. 2(b). These underestimations can be explained by the inter-fragment tunneling current \( K_{LM} \) as follows: In comparison with the \( K_{LM} \) map with the cc-pVDZ basis set in Fig. 4(a), we can see that the \( K_{LM} \) map with the 6-311G(d) basis set in Fig. 4(b) shows the destructive interference occurring among the \( K_{LM} \)’s represented by red and blue arrows. This may lead to the underestimation of the \( T_{DA} \) values calculated with the triple-zeta basis sets. The underestimation of \( T_{DA} \) from the size-reduction FMO–LCVMO method in comparison with the full-size FMO–LCMO calculation is also
explained by the enhancement of the destructive interference shown in Fig. 4(b).

In the Be-C\textsubscript{n}H\textsubscript{2n+2}-Be systems, the FMO–LCMO calculations with the BDA1 did not produce the proper quasidegenerate \( \psi^+ \) and \( \psi^- \) because the way to distribute the NL-MOs on the BDAs broke the symmetry of the system. As a result, \( T\textsubscript{DA} \) could not be calculated from the energy splitting Eq. (8). Naturally, the realistic ET systems do not necessarily have such symmetric donor-bridge-acceptor configuration, and the electron tunneling occurs when the \( \psi^+ \) and \( \psi^- \) are brought into the avoided crossing by the thermal fluctuation of the molecular environment. To imitate such environmental effect, external charges or field has been applied in many previous studies.\textsuperscript{6,9,19,26–29,55,58,60} Our approach based on the FMO–LCMO method can utilize the external charge or field without any technical problem and with only fractional computational cost since the electronic structure calculation of each fragment already includes the Coulomb field of all other fragments in the FMO method. To confirm this, an external positive charge was placed at 3 Å away from the donor Be atom on the line connecting the two Be atoms in the Be-C\textsubscript{10}H\textsubscript{22}-Be system (see Fig. 1(c)). In Fig. 9, we plot the MO energies of \( \psi^+ \) and \( \psi^- \) as well as their MO coefficients with respect to \( \phi_D \) and \( \phi_A \) obtained from the FMO–LCMO calculation with BDA1 as a function of the magnitude of the external point charge \( Q \). Figures 9(a) and 9(b) indicate that the avoided crossing happens at about \( Q = 1.31 \) a.u. In Fig. 9(c), we plot the \( T\textsubscript{DA} \) obtained from Eq. (8) (red) and from Eq. (9) (broken green) as a function of \( Q \). For comparison, we also include as horizontal lines the half-energy splitting values from the conventional HF (black) and FMO–LCMO with BDA2 (blue) calculated without the external point charge. Figure 9(c) shows that the red line well approaches the blue and black lines at about \( Q = 1.31 \) a.u.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed a novel approach to calculate \( T\textsubscript{DA} \) and the tunneling pathway by making use of the FMO–LCMO method. In our approach, \( T\textsubscript{DA} \) can be calculated from the MO energy splitting Eq. (8) and from the perturbation method Eq. (9) in terms of the FMO–LCMO Hamiltonian matrix. Our approach was tested on the four different types of model systems, CH\textsubscript{3}-(CH\textsubscript{4})\textsubscript{3}-CH\textsubscript{3}, TCNE-(C\textsubscript{6}H\textsubscript{6})-TCNE, Be-C\textsubscript{10}H\textsubscript{22}-Be, and ala\textsubscript{10} in the idealized \( \alpha \)-helix and \( \beta \)-strand conformations. As a result, we obtained the reasonable \( T\textsubscript{DA} \) and \( G^B(E\textsubscript{th}) \) for all cases, as shown in Figs. 2(b), 5, 6(b), and 8. We also obtained the tunneling pathway from the \( K\textsubscript{L,M} \) map in terms of the FMO–LCMO Hamiltonian matrix, as shown in Fig. 4.

The features of our approach are summarized as follows:

- Limiting the number of monomer MOs in expanding the matrices Eqs. (3) and (5) can reduce the size of the FMO–LCMO Hamiltonian matrix Eqs. (6) and (7). The matrix-size reduction considerably reduces the computational cost for both constructing and diagonalizing the Hamiltonian matrix, which is expected to be particularly advantageous for realistic biological systems.
- Perturbation method Eq. (9) in terms of the FMO–LCMO matrix in the monomer MO representation is expected to be more robust numerically than the energy splitting Eq. (8) for calculating small \( T\textsubscript{DA} \)-values in large systems.
- The external charge or field can be used to find the avoided crossing point with almost negligible additional computational cost and in a straightforward manner because it is already compatible with the FMO calculation.

Although the four model systems employed in this study have the homogeneous bridges, our approach foresees no particular obstacle for application to realistic large systems with...
in heterogeneous bridges because of the above reasons. To obtain reliable computational results under the real experimental situations, we should take into account the effects of thermal fluctuation of the ET systems and electrostatic interactions between donor-bridge-acceptor and solvent in addition to searching the transition state conformation. The application for addressing these important issues in biological ET systems will be reported in the future paper of this series of study.
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